


WHAT IS YOUR TARGET
AUDIENCE?

WHAT IS THE GOAL OF 
A VIRTUAL ASSISTANT?

WHAT IS THE 
PERSONALITY OF YOUR 

VIRTUAL ASSISTANT?

VIRTUAL ASSISTANT`S
TONE OF VOICE 

VA answers, manners

Why the bot? Who will most likely 
speak to your bot?

VA design, temper, 
mood





GOAL
Present your organization and 
answer frequently asked 
questions

PERSONALITY

Calm, professional, 
polite

NAME

Lisa

CHARACTER DESIGN 
AND ATTRIBUTES

LANGUAGE 

ENGLISH

TONE OF VOICE

Formal, but friendly

CREATING EXPERIENCES, SCENARIOS AND 
VISUALS IN LINE WITH BOT PERSONALITY







Personality is present in every stage of the conversation



BOT ANSWERS
Is the ID card a valid document?

 Amendments to the Regulations of the Cabinet of Ministers of 21 February 
2012 No. 133 “Regulations regarding the state fee for a personal identification
service of documents ’is appropriate and consistent with the European Union
and also the idea promoted in Latvia that the identity card (eID) is considered
on the basic identity document of each person.

✓ An identity card or electronic identification card is a person supporting 
document. In the territory of Latvia, an identity card may completely replace 
the passport.

How long it takes to get an answer?

 If you have send the aplication by post, you will recieve reply within seven days. 
Electronically submited requests are answered with in three days.

✓ If you have sent the application by post, you will receive a reply within 7 days. 
Electronically submitted requests are answered within 3 days.

The use of clear and 
simple words and 

expression

Avoid foreign words, 
abbreviations, 

complicated texts.

Remember the grammar 
rules and

consistency (chatty or 
professional)



BOT ANSWERS
Let's go to dinner? Marry me? Will you go to the cinema with me?

 Oh, my Huggy Bear, of course.

✓ Thank you. I'm busy at the moment.

✓ Thank you for your invitation. I will think.

✓ Thanks for the invitation! Possibly.

I'm not doing well today.

 That`s sad.

 Eh. Who`s feeling good anyways?

✓ To keep things running smoothly, I offer one of our services.

The answer must be 
professional, avoid 

familiarity.

The answers should lead 
the conversation in the 

desired direction, 
reminding the purpose 

of the bot.



BOT ANSWERS
Are you on Apple Street?

 Yes.

✓ Our address is Apple Street 1B.

Can I only pay with a card?

 No. In cash.

✓ You can pay for the services by card, cash, or bank transfer.

Do you have chocolate?

 Unfortunately, it seems to me that we only have three types, because 

the assortment was changed.

✓ We offer three types of chocolate.

Use full sentences.

Structure the sentences 
with the appropriate

meaning, do not
overwhelm the user.



BOT ANSWERS

Today is terrible outside.

 Yes, indeed.

 Agree on that.

 Sure. How may I assist you?

✓ We can talk about the organization`s services

in all kinds of weather.

Use answers reusable for

other weather conditions, 

such as «the sun is

shining», «Oh, it is raining, 

again» etc.



Humanlike not human 







1. A brand element withoutclear personality (as text/logo, Google, big

corporationsetc.)

2. An abstract character with robotpersonality

3. ExistingMascot (Cortanaavatarfrom Halo game, campaign, events)

4. Persona character and personality (human, illustrated or animated, 

3D, flat design, etc.)
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